‘70 Mercedes-Benz 280SL

Recently restored w113 ‘Pagoda’ in Signal Red with 82K orig miles

This 1970 Mercedes-Benz 280SL was one of the first of 1970 as manufactured in November of 1969
and sold on Feb 20th 1970 by Mercedes-Benz Dealer #05723 located in Southern California. It spent
the first 48 years registered in the state of CA until sold at auction in Arizona in 2018 to a collector
from Dallas. The car was then acquired by the current owner in the summer of 2019. It shows 82k
miles believed to be original and is currently finished in Signal Red over a Black MB-Tex interior.
The factory exterior color was originally 050G White. The car was later repainted Signal Red (DB-568
H), a correct color for the W113 Pagodas from 1963 through 1971. The sale includes a 568 Signal
Red color body-matched removable hardtop in excellent condition, 14” wheels with new Michelin
Energy tires with chrome wheel covers featuring matching Signal Red centers, as well as US-market
lighting and bumpers and a new black convertible soft top along with new springs and seals, installed
in December of 2019 as part of the recent work and restoration.

Power is from a 2.8-liter inline-six cylinder, four stroke upgraded for the 280 M130 engine mated to a
four-speed manual transmission featuring 2778cc twin carburetors.
The interior is trimmed in 131 black with matching black carpets and door panels. The car is equipped
with the correct center wood console, black accents, and wood trim on the dashboard. The two-spoke
steering wheel features a metal horn ring with black center and fronts a Signal Red dashboard housing
factory instrumentation, climate controls, a Becker stereo with new rear speakers, and original analog
clock. The car came original with factory air-conditioning and is prepared for it however the original
unit is not present, but could be easily added.
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Recent service and maintenance work includes repair and replacement of gas tank vapor fuel hoses
and seal ring, replacement of oil pan, filter and drain plug, a tune up including replacement of ignition
condenser, points and plugs, greasing and adjustment of front wheel bearings, replacement of shifter
bushings, replacement of brake booster lines, new battery cables and terminals, replacement of heater
control levers, addition of a remote antenna and new rear speakers, repair of the exhaust system and
pipes, and re-work of rear and brake lights, fuses and wiring.
Recent trim work included securing, touch up and/or replacing wood dash trim, outside mouldings,
soft top lid fabric, windshield and other rubber, window and door trim, seals and gaskets, rework of
back of seats, shoulder harness seat belts, shifter carpet trim and shifter boot, cleaning of chrome and
paint touch up.
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This W113 is now offered for $82,000 OBO with two keys, soft and hard top tools, recent service and
restoration records, tool kit including pouch, lug wrench and jack, factory literature, a clean InstaVIN
report, and a clean Texas title.
Pick up available in Dallas, TX, USA. Shipping can be arranged to US or internationally with a variety
of methods available.
Additional photos, VIN, videos of driving, cold start and other info are available upon request.
For additional information and pics or for purchase, please contact:
Christopher Cole | ccole@cole-us.com | 214-802-0775 | Dallas, TX
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Data Card Info provided by Park Place Mercedes of Dallas, December 2019

ITEM:
VIN:
Orig Paint:
Orig Upholstery:
Engine #:
Plates/Registration:
Door plate:
Hood #:
Window VIN:
Engine block stamp:
Engine block #:
Body Plate:
Boot box Lid ID:

ORIGINAL/FROM FACTORY
ORIG: 11304410014474
FULL 17: WDB11304410014474
050 (White)
131 (Black)
130-983-10-005556
CA Plate 1KIP716
113.044-10-014474
Manuf Date: 11/69
781
113.044-10-014474
130 016 08
130-983-10-005556
96873
6873

CURRENT
Matching
Matching
568 Signal Red
Matching
Matching
TX UPON REQUEST
Matching
Matching
Matching
Matching
Matching
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INFO ON VIN: 113.044-10-014474
o 113 means Pagoda SL from 63 to 71
o Next 3 (044) is 280SL
o 7th digit (1) is Left hand drive (2 is right-hand)
o 8th digit (0) is Manual trans (2 is auto)
o Late 6 sequential 00001 up to 23885 for 280SL’s)
o So was #14,474 out of 23,885 of the 280SL made
INFO ON ENGINE BLOCK# 130-983-10-005556
o 130.983 is the engine for the 280 SL (W113)
o 7th digit (1) is Left hand drive (2 is right-hand)
o 8th digit (0) is Manual trans (2 is auto)
o Last 6 are sequential by transmission type
BODY PLATE:
o
o
o
o

Body #: 96873
VIN: 113044.10
Original Paint Color/Code: 050G (White)
Production #: 606
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BACKGROUND ON THE W113 "Pagoda SL"
Types 230 SL - 280 SL (W 113), 1963 - 1971
The Geneva Motor Show in March 1963 became the scene of a remarkable debut which was widely covered in the media: With the
Type 230 SL Daimler-Benz presented a new sports car which was to replace two models of the former sales programme at once.
The new model was faced with a major challenge - not only because its two predecessors, the 190 SL and the 300 SL, had been
extremely popular from the start and the 300 SL had even become a legend during its lifetime. The real challenge was the fact that,
despite many similarities within the family of models, both models represented two radically different design concepts and it turned
out to be rather difficult to make out something like a common denominator.
In a sense, the new model represented something of a compromise: the 230 SL, internally code named W 113, was neither an
irredeemably tough roadster, nor a gentle boulevard-sports car - rather, it was a comfortable two-seated GT car with an excellent
driving performance and maximum driving safety.
Apart from its wheelbase - the magic measurement of 2400 mm had been taken over unchanged - the new SL had almost nothing in
common with its two predecessors. Still, the W 113 was not simply a new construction as its technical concept was mainly based on
that of the 220 SE. For example, the new model took its curtailed and reinforced framework from the tailfin sedan including the front
and rear axle suspension. the engine, too, had been developed from the 2.2-liter aggregate of the 220 SE. By reboring the engine to
2.3 liter, enhancing compression and use of a six-piston injection pump, power was increased to 150 hp.
Apart from the standard 4-speed gearbox, for the first time an SL model had become available with an optional 4-speed automatic
transmission. A third version came in May 1966 with a 5-speed gearbox, produced by the Zahnradfabrik Friedrichshafen (ZF).
The 230 SL was the first sports car with a safety body with stiff passenger cell and deformation zones at the front and rear; this had
become possible by applying the construction principles of Béla Barényi, which had been used for the first time in the "fintail"
sedans. In contrast to these invisible construction elements, the body was characterised by one conspicuous design element: The
230 SL came with a removable hood, which had a concave shape, i.e. its surface curves inwards in the middle. This rather
avantgardistic design was unusual for its time and met by no means only with approval. However, it was not an end in itself, but was
a classical illustration for the designer maxim that "form follows function". According to the work of Béla Barényi, the pagoda shape
lends a high degree of stiffness to the roof even if it uses a light construction. Moreover, access had become easier through the big
side windows and vision had improved.
As with its predecessor, the 230 SL came in three versions: as a roadster with collapsible hood, as coupé with removable hood and
as coupé with removable hood and a roadsterhood. All three versions could optionally be fitted with a transverse seat in the rear.
On 27. February 1967, the 250 SL, which was to replace the 230 SL after four years of production, was unveiled to the public. The
newcomer, which was serially produced as early as December 1966, had the same exterior as its predecessor. Basic changes
related to the engine and the brakes, which were derived from the 250 SE model in slightly modified form. The engine, the cubic
capacity of which had been increased by 200 cc after the stroke of the piston had been lengthened, achieved the same performance
at 10 % higher torque and was moreover equipped with seven camshaft bearings and an oil cooler. Changes of the brakes
comprised disk brakes at the rear wheels, bigger brake shoes at the front and the addition of a brake-power regulator. Incorporation
of a bigger 82- instead of the 65-liter fuel tank increased the travel range of the car. Beside the three 230 SL versions an optional
fourth version was available for the 250 SL - a coupé with seats in the rear, which was presented for the first time in March 1967 at
the Geneva Motor Show. The additional space, which had become necessary for the incorporation of the rear seats had become
available after the roadster hood and hood box were removed. Because it was impossible to backfit the hood, this version was to be
recommended only in areas with little rainfall or after closing the coupé hood.
Less than a year after its presentation, the 250 SL was replaced by a new model. When the new intermediate-class Types were
introduced to the markets, not only the saloons, coupés and convertibles of the top class, but also the SL was fitted with a 2.8-liter
engine. Owing to a camshaft with new control times, the engine version built into the 280 SL delivered an additional 10 hp compared
to the basic version of the 280 SE. Compared with the 250 SL engine output had been increased by 20 hp and torque was 10 %
higher. Apart from the model badge, the 280 SL could only be differentiated from the two predecessor models by the wheel trim.
In March 1971 production of the 280 SL ended. The successor was the 350 SL, a completely new design, the production of which
began in April 1971. A total of 48,912 cars were built of the three 113 series SL-models in eight years. Due to the characteristic
shape of the roof the sports car models 230 SL, 250 SL and 280 SL are now generally known as the "pagoda SL".

